We developed a system that automatically extracts "Event-describing Tweets" which include incidents or accidents information for creating news reports.
Introduction
Many companies including news agencies have increasingly been extracting news information from postings on Social Networking Sites (SNSs) such as Twitter and Facebook and using it for various purposes (Neubig et al., 2011; Iso et al., 2016) . However, choosing important information for news reports from Twitter is very tough, because Twitter contains a vast amount of posts. For this reason, many researchers have studied how to extract important posts for each purpose (Papadopoulos et al., 2014; Litvak et al., 2016; Zhou et al., 2016; Vakulenko et al., 2017) . A system using Neural Networks (NNs) has been developed by using models that are trained by extracting Tweets in factual TV program production, and these systems extract "Event-describing Tweets (EVENT)" which include incidents or accidents information for news reports from a large amount of Tweets (Miyazaki et al., 2017) . However, there are many Tweets, so there can be many extracted Tweets which include EVENT for news reports about any event. Hence, people have difficulty monitoring all EVENT. In addition, EVENT are used differently in different types of programs. For these purposes, it is better to display only Tweets suitable to the program contents.
For example, program creators who want to obtain primary reports of an event posted by Twitter users do not require Tweets put out by news agencies and User Generated Content (UGC) sites or Tweets that quote or cite them. The part of new information of these Tweets is able to be gotten by crawling each site, so no longer these Tweets do not include new events information for program creators. We call these Tweets "I: Reportedevent Tweets (REPORTED)" and others "II: Newinformation Tweets (NEW)." Both types of Tweets are requested for different reasons. Only types of Tweets suitable to creators' purpose need to be displayed, but extracting EVENT and classifying them are essentially different processes.
For these reasons, this paper uses a two-stage processing system that separates EVENT from a large amount of Tweets by using an existing system and classifies them into REPORTED and NEW by using text-based machine learning methods in real-time (Section 4). Our proposed method inputs both character and word sequences (Section 5.2). Both proposed and conventional methods use several NN architectures including Recurrent NNs (RNNs) and Convolutional NNs (CNNs) (Sec-tion 5). Evaluation results show that the proposed method outperformed the conventional methods in all NN architectures (Section 6). This paper makes two contributions. One is proposing a new task for classifying extracted EVENT into two classes: REPORTED and NEW. TV program creators need to do this task for program production automatically and do it first to track reports about an event. However, there have been no prior studies about this task. The other is proposing a new method for NN architectures that inputs entire character sequences and entire word sequences in parallel and concatenates them in the intermediate layer and evaluating its performance. This method can utilize the advantages of character sequences (i.e., there are fewer unknown characters than unknown words and it does not need morphological analyzers even when in Japanese which is very difficult to divide words especially for noisy texts) and word sequences (i.e., words are more effective than characters for the task). The method can be used for any other tasks that need to both character and word sequences.
Related Work
There are many related works such as related tasks that use Twitter datasets or classify texts and related methods that have NNs architectures using both characters and words in Natural Language Processing (NLP).
Related tasks include topic detection on Twitter task (Papadopoulos et al., 2014; Litvak et al., 2016; Zhou et al., 2016; Vakulenko et al., 2017) , binary classification of Tweets (Rosenthal et al., 2017) , classification of news related or political stance Tweets (Ghelani et al., 2017; Johnson and Goldwasser, 2016; Volkova et al., 2017) , classification of news related articles (Ribeiro et al., 2017) , and other classifications in NLP. Binary classification of texts and classification of news related texts and articles are most closely related to this task. However, none of these studies focused on classifying extracted EVENT into REPORTED or NEW. Since no classification method meets the requirements of this paper (i.e., extraction of REPORTED to obtain primary reports and extraction of NEW to collect opinions about reported events or gather follow-up Tweets), no prior research on the same task exists.
For related methods, in NLP using ma- chine learning, there is one NLP configuration that uses a word sequence as input and characters as supplemental information (Ma and Hovy, 2016; Grönroos et al., 2017; Heyman et al., 2017; and another that switches between the character NN and the word NN (Vijayaraghavan et al., 2016) . However, the character sequence is one semantic vector set for the entire sequence. There is one NLP configuration that uses gated recurrent units for a word sequence and for CNN output of a character sequence (Liang et al., 2017) . However, it does not purely combine characters and words in parallel and takes time to process because it includes recurrent architectures and is not for noisy texts. No method combining the output of an entire purely character sequence and an entire purely word sequence in parallel with a CNN for noisy texts has been studied and evaluated to the best of the authors' knowledge.
Task Description
The purpose of our system is classification of Tweets for different types of programs. Figure 1 shows the overview of our Tweets classification. Extracting EVENT is not a novel task (Miyazaki et al., 2017) , so the proposed task in this paper is classifying EVENT into REPORTED and NEW.
Classification of REPORTED and NEW
REPORTED are less numerous than NEW. This is because NEW include information about events relevant to few people and that are low priority for many news agencies such as local events as well as events no news agencies know about. Tweetclassification system needs to extract all events information, and the program creators need to judge the priority. Conversely, when Tweets are put out that many people want to cite and opine about, REPORTED quoting these Tweets will increase, and NEW will be hard to monitor and gather in real-time. Similarly, creators who want to collect opinions about reported events or gather follow-up Tweets will not need NEW, which are the majority of EVENT. Therefore, depending on the creator's intention, either NEW or REPORTED should be displayed in real-time. For these reasons, a classification task is needed.
Two Types of REPORTED
There are two types of REPORTED. One is RE-PORTED with explicit sources (I-1 ⃝), which cite news agencies, UGC sites, or other information dissemination agencies, so Tweet-classification systems are expected to easily detect these Tweets by keyword filtering using source names. The other is REPORTED without explicit sources (I-2 ⃝), which do not cite explicit sources because Twitter users can remove source names. They have a distinctive stylistic character (in Japanese, they often contain sentence ending with a noun or noun phrase and often include date, time, etc.) and can be detected manually. However Tweetclassification systems cannot detect them by simple methods including keyword filtering using source names. Table 1 shows three types of training data (described in Section 6.1) manually classified by humans. Both I-1 ⃝ and I-2 ⃝ are REPORTED, and this system only classifies Tweets into two classes: I: REPORTED and II: NEW. This is because I-1 ⃝ and I-2 ⃝ seem to be used the same way. However, extracting I-2 ⃝ is expected to be harder than extracting I-1 ⃝, because sources are grounds for deciding whether a Tweet quotes a source or not. For only evaluating the characteristic difference (Section 6), I are classified into I-1 ⃝ and I-2 ⃝.
Configuration of Our System
The structure of our system for classifying EVENT about reported events is shown in Figure 2 . Inputs of this system are 10 % of all randomly sampled Tweets in Japanese. The extraction process ex- tracts EVENT and removes non-Event-describing Tweets (non-EVENT). The EVENT for news reports are then input in the classification process, which classifies them into REPORTED and NEW. The extraction process needs to separate the 0.1% of EVENT from the 99.9% of non-EVENT. Because there are so many non-EVENT, the extraction process needs extensive training. To extract EVENT and classify them into REPORTED and NEW in one process, the system is trained for classification by using Tweets required for training with a large amount of non-EVENT unrelated to classification. Moreover, when systems are extended to classify other types of Tweets or relearn how to classify EVENT about reported events, they need extensive training for Tweet extraction and classification. However, it is not realistic to do such retraining every time classification is adjusted in accordance with a program creator's request. For these reasons, this paper uses a twostage processing system that includes an extraction process and a classification process.
Extraction Process
The extraction process uses an existing method (Miyazaki et al., 2017) . Figure 3 shows the structure of the extraction process. Tweets are converted into one-hot vector for each character, entered into a Feed-forward NN (FFNN), a Bi-directional Long Short-Term Memory (Bi-LSTM) with an attention mechanism, and 2-layer In this paper, a model that is trained by supervised training using 19,962 Tweets manually extracted in TV program production for positive samples and 1,524,155 randomly sampled Tweets for negative samples is used. The model which has a 74.4 % F1 score is used. Whether the priority is precision or recall can be changed by varying the threshold of the output depending on the purpose 1 .
Classification Process
The classification process classifies EVENT into REPORTED and NEW by several classification methods using three types of manually classified training data as shown in Table 1 . For reasons already mentioned in Section 3.2, this process classified EVENT into REPORTED and NEW.
Input in the classification process is limited to EVENT extracted from the extraction process, so the classification process needs much less training data than the extraction processes. There is a trade-off between the hardware burden caused by the volume of training data, structures of NNs and the improvement of classification accuracy by advanced processing. However, the classification process does not need extensive training and so can use computationally heavy methods within the range where the test phase is performed in realtime. In this paper, the accuracy and leaning speed of these methods are evaluated in experiments. learning using sentences, an input sequence is generally divided into characters or words, vectorized, serialized, and used. The contributions of the both words and characters are evaluated by these three methods.
Conventional Character Input NN /
Word Input NN Figure 4 shows an overview of a structure using either character sequences or word sequences. 
where a(·) is an activation function and we use a Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) (Clevert et al., 2015) . For converting sentences into character sequences, sentences are separated into individual characters.
For converting sentences into word sequences, sentences are separated using the Japanese morphological analyzer MeCab (Kudo et al., 2004) with the customized system dictionary mecab-ipadic-NEologd (Sato, 2015) . Figure 5 shows the structure of character or word sequences input only using the FFNN. A BOW (Bag of Words / characters) vector x BOW ∈ R N is input to the input layer FFNN (W in ∈ R m×N , b in ∈ R m ) and output as h in ∈ R m , where N is the number of input layer dimensions, so FFNN architectures do not include sequential architectures. A series of processes is obtained as follows,
FFNN for Sequential Process
Then, h FFNN is fed to Equation (1) as h NN . Figure 6 shows the structure of character or word sequences input using a LSTM for the intermediate layer.
LSTM for Sequential Process
One-hot vec-
in ) one by one, and output sequences are {h
After that, the output sequences are input to the intermediate layer LSTM using an attention mechanism (Bahdanau et al., 2014) one by one, and the output vector is h LSTM ∈ R m . In accordance with LSTM mechanisms, all series of input are used for training. A series of processes is obtained as follows,
where n is the maximum number of input sequences and W * ∈ R m×m , R * ∈ R m×m , and Figure 5 : Structure of FFNN using each character sequence or word sequence.
b
* ∈ R m in Equations (5) are LSTM parameters ( * is each layer name and z is the tanh layer, i the input layer, f the forget layer, and o the output layer). Then, h LSTM is fed to Equation (1) as h NN . Figure 7 shows the structure of character or word sequences input using a CNN for the intermediate layer. When using word input, this process is same as (Zhang and Wallace, 2017 p ∈ R m ) using l kinds of filters (filter index is p = [0, l), each filter size is k, and the index in each filter is j = [0, k)) with zero padding and input to max-pooling in each filter. Output is l kinds of vectors {h pool,p ∈ R m }, which are all input to the intermediate layer FFNN (W CNN ∈ R m×lm , b CNN ∈ R m ). In accordance with the CNN architectures, a part of a time series relies on k. A series of processes is obtained as follows,
CNN for Sequential Process
Then, h CNN is fed to Equation (2) as h int. .
Proposed Concat Input NN (iii)
This paper proposes a method to input character and word sequences and to concatenate them at However, character sequences have the advantages of there being fewer characters than words and of expressing the input sentence without using highdimensional input layers. Moreover, in the case of using a written language that does not have spaces between words such as Japanese, morphological analyzers are needed to divide words. Tweets are noisy, so they are very difficult to morphologically analyze accurately. Thus, performance from character sequences does not depend on morphological analyzer performance, which is another big advantage. However, sentences are written by using word sequences, and characters are involved in many words that cover a large number of meanings. In contrast, one word has a limited number of meanings and plays a bigger role in each sentence. For these reasons, the proposed method is expected to exploit the advantages of both characters and words. Figure 8 shows the structure of character and word sequences input and concatenated at the intermediate layer. Each sequential process NN is described in Section 5.1.1-5.1.3 and surrounded by broken-line boxes in Figures. 5-7 for character sequences and word sequences independently. Output of the each sequential process is h NN . After that, character and word sequences are concatenated, and the subsequent process is the same as that in Section 5.1. A series of processes is ob- tained as follows,
[ h
where the intermediate layer
is fed to Equation (2).
Experimental Evaluation
The performances of classification methods are evaluated in an experimental evaluation. For comparison, baseline methods are used that use keyword filtering or Support Vector Machines (SVMs) (Vapnik and Lerner, 1963) , which are well known to having high classification performance (Wang and Manning, 2012) . In this paper, 594 sources of REPORTED from training data are used for the keyword filtering baseline and LinearSVC modules of scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011) are used for the SVM baseline. Thus, data include REPORTED of various sources. In addition, the Word2Vec vector for the SVM baseline is the average of each 200-dimension word vector that is made with a Wikipedia dump corpus by using Word2Vec skip-gram modules (Mikolov et al., 2013) .
Experimental Conditions
For both training data and test data, EVENT for news reports extracted by the extraction process in Section 4.1 are used. Training data is all 44,670 Tweets obtained in the extraction process on June 6th, 8th, 10th, and 12th, 2017. Test data is 10,000 randomly sampled Tweets obtained in the extraction process output Tweets on July 6th, 8th, 10th, and 12th, 2017. Output data is annotated into three categories I-1 ⃝: REPORTED with explicit sources, I-2 ⃝: REPORTED without explicit sources, and II: NEW by an annotator person. Table 2 shows the amount of each type of annotated data. Table 3 shows the configuration of experimental parameters. Table 4 shows precision, recall, and F1 score for each method with input as character, word, or character and word. Table 5 shows recall performance of using REPORTED to evaluate the performance with and without explicit sources. False negatives are judged for only REPORTED and cannot be divided into REPORTED with and without explicit sources, thus precision and F1 score cannot be used in this evaluation. Table 6 shows the time required to learn each NN. Finally, Figure 9 shows the F1 score of SVM baseline methods and CNN architectures trained by each number of random sampled training data. From Table 4 , the keyword baseline method has 94.1% precision and 34.0% recall. From Table 5 , its recall is 73.5 % lower when using only I-2 ⃝ than when using only I-1 ⃝ (3.4 % vs. 76.9 %). All NN architectures outperform all baseline methods. Although word input using FFNN, which has the lowest F1 score of the NN architectures, has the same precision as the SVM word input baseline method, which has highest F1 score of the baseline methods, it has higher recall (76.7 % vs. 75.7 %) and F1 score (84.2 % vs. 83.6 %). Its recall is 22.5 % lower when using only I-2 ⃝ than when using only I-1 ⃝ (67.3 % vs. 89.8 %). In each NN architecture, the F1 score for character input is 0.3-2.0% higher than for word input. When both characters and words are input, LSTM has the highest F1 score, 0.5-2.2% higher than those of other NNs. When the conventional method is used, the highest F1 score so far is 86.7 % for LSTM architecture using character input. For this LSTM recall is 15.8 % higher when using only I-1 ⃝ than when using only I-2 ⃝ (94.6 % vs. 78.8 %).
Experimental Results
The proposed concat input method has a higher F1 score than character input for each NN architecture. Especially, F1 scores for the LSTM and CNN architectures improved from 86.7 % and 86.2 % to 88.2%. With the proposed concat input method, the difference between recall for CNNs with and without explicit sources is only 18.5 % (95% vs. 76.5%), whereas it is 22.1% and 23.8% with character and word input NNs. In addition, the training time of the CNN architecture is almost 1/3 that of the LSTM architecture, as shown in Table 6 .
From Figure 9 , baseline SVM methods have higher F1 scores than CNN architectures when they are trained by using fewer than 10,000 training data. However, CNN architectures have higher F1 scores than SVM methods when they are trained by using more than 25,000 training data. The architecture using the proposed method has a lower F1 score than other architectures when trained by using fewer than 13,000 training data but has the highest F1 score when trained by using more than 20,000 training data.
Experimental Result Discussion
For the keyword baseline method, since Tweets with the same source used as training data can be detected for I-1 ⃝ in test data, there are few false detections and overall precision is relatively high. However, the keyword baseline method can barely detect Tweets for I-2 ⃝. In contrast, all other methods can obtain recall rates of at least 67 % for I-2 ⃝. This result indicates machine learning meth-Deep learning framework Chainer (Tokui et al., 2015) ods are effective for the Tweet classification task in this paper. Moreover, all NN architectures have higher F1 score than SVM methods. This result indicates NN architectures are more effective than SVM methods for the task, especially when they have enough training data.
The CNN or LSTM architectures have higher F1 scores than the FFNN architecture for almost all kinds of input. From this fact, incorporating time series into the learning structure contributes to classifying REPORTED and NEW. CNN architectures have a higher precision but a lower recall than LSTM architectures. Especially for I-2 ⃝, which is expected to present a higher degree of difficulty than I-1 ⃝, CNN architectures using character or word input have 67.0 -70.7% recall whereas LSTM architectures have 75.6-78.8 % recall. These results are due to the difference in structure: a CNN uses time series only within the filter size, whereas an LSTM uses the time series of the entire sequence.
In all NN architectures, the proposed concat input method has the best F1 score, followed by character input and word input. It is considered that the advantage of the character sequences de- scribed in Section 5.2 exceeds the advantage of the word sequences, and in the proposed concat input method, both elements are automatically selected, so NN architectures are trained more effectively. The CNN architecture was particularly improved, with its recall increasing to 84.2 % for all reported Tweets (I) and to 76.5 % for I-2 ⃝, only slightly lower than the recall for the LSTM architecture. As a result, when the proposed concat input method is used, though the CNN architecture requires only 37 minutes at 5 epochs, it has almost the same F1 score as the LSTM architecture because the concat input method utilizes the advantages of character sequences (i.e., there are fewer unknown characters than unknown words), and word sequences (i.e., words are more effective than characters for the task).
Considering real-world use, training data can be gathered on the basis of feedback from the TV program production, so training each time the kind of classification changes is also assumed. Under these conditions, a short training time is highly convenient and is a big advantage. From this result, a CNN using the proposed method has the best balance of speed and accuracy, so it is the most suitable for our system. CNN architectures trained by using a few training data (less than 10,000) have lower F1 scores than SVM methods, seems to be caused by CNN architectures having many training parameters. Specifically, the CNN architecture using the proposed method has the lowest F1 score when it has the most training parameters. However, it has the highest F1 score when it is trained by using a lot of training data. When collecting at least 10,000 and ideally more than 30,000 training data, NN architectures are effective for the classification task in this paper.
Conclusion
We developed a system to classify extracted "Event-describing Tweets" for news reports into "Reported-event Tweets" to obtain reports after a primary report or collect opinions and "Newinformation Tweets" to obtain primary reports and for tracking reports of the same event. A convolutional neural network could classify Tweets with an F1 score of 88 % by using our proposed method, which inputs character and word sequences, concatenates them in the intermediate layer, and outputs them within 37 minutes training time. However, systems using the proposed method also incorrectly extracted Tweets including opinions about news or reports after the primary report without citations. In the future, on the basis of the output of the system using the proposed method, we will consider extending the method to the systems collecting Tweets that mention the same topic, which are used in event detection tasks. This will make it easier for TV program creators to acquire the information they want. The proposed task is important for our systems, so we increase the reliability of datasets by using more annotators. Moreover, we will consider using other tasks for evaluating proposed methods.
